
Fire Footbag Care and Maintenance
Fire footbags/hackys are not toys and should only be used by experienced footbag enthusiasts who have 
fire product/handling safety experience. Suitable eye protection should be worn along with non-flam-

mable clothing. 

Please visit our article section and read all the information on clothing and fire safety before lighting a 
fire footbag or any associated fire product. 

After taking all precautions as explained in the above articles, to light a fire footbag we recommend…

Using it in a safe environment away from dry, flammable natural surroundings, crowds, and animals. 
Soak the fire footbag in your fire fuel of choice for about 10 seconds. 

 Before lighting, remove excess fuel from the fire footbag to prevent any fuel from spraying, which is 
dangerous. For the blotting method, see the fire safety article above.

Once the fire footbag is alight and not spraying fuel, you can start slow, small passing routines from 
person to person with quick limited handling.  Standard low kicking should be performed at first to 

prevent routines getting out of control. 

Never kick directly at a person’s body or face but allow for simple easy to reach small passing routines 
to limit fire contact to the foot area.  Make sure no excess fuel is on the performers or surrounding area 

to prevent other surfaces or objects catching alight. 
 

Extinguishing and Prolonging the Life of your Fire Footbag

When your lit fire footbag starts to flicker, this is a sign that the fuel is running out and the product 
should be extinguished to prevent smoldering. It must not be left to go out by itself as that can damage 

the wick and product.

At the flickering stage, extinguish the fire footbag and then re-soak in the fire fuel to help prevent  
smoldering, even if the fire hacky is not to be used again that evening.

Remove excess fuel and store the footbag (now lightly damp with fire fuel) in a small, tightly closed, 
safety tin to prevent excess fuel leaking and odor.

NB This product is currently banned in Western Australia to anyone except  professional fire 
performers. Australian customers MUST be professional performers to purchase this item.

Please take the time to carefully read all the fire safety articles listed on our website as explained in the 
above link before using any fire associated footbag or fire product.

For more information feel free to contact us via our website.

www.homeofpoi.com


